We propose the concept of enhanced evanescent tunneling. We show that this process can be used to probe both the amplitude and phase of the evanescent portion of the angular spectrum, thereby allowing target superresolution.
Introduction
Since the early days of physics, imaging has always been a subject of intense research activity with crucial implications in many other disciplines ranging from biology and material sciences to astronomy. Over the centuries, starting from the "oculo vitreo" of the English friar Thomas Waleys (1349) to the modern confocal microscopes, endless efforts have been devoted to either improve existing techniques or to invent new approaches -based on completely different principles-in order to achieve higher resolving power. The resolution limitations of conventional far-field optics are well known and they are fundamental by nature. The physics of free space electromagnetic propagation itself prevents the possibility of resolving features (or focusing light) beyond the so-called Abbe-Rayleigh limit [1] .
Despite the success of near field optics, the pursuit of a far field sub-diffraction microscope never stopped. Interesting and effective contributions came from the most diverse perspectives. The STED method devised by Hell and co-workers [2] exploits stimulated emission to overcome the diffraction limit in fluorescence microscopy. New advanced fluorescence techniques allowing sub-diffraction imaging have been recently demonstrated [3] [4] [5] . Another successfully demonstrated approach was developed within the metamaterials community, with the introduction of artificial media with hyperbolic dispersion [6] [7] [8] , supporting diffraction free propagation. Other information theoretic methods utilizing sparsity have also been suggested in order to attain a higher resolving power in post-processing [9] . From a physical point of view, the mechanism that ultimately limits the resolution of an optical instrument is the spatial frequency cut-off imposed by free space propagation on the electromagnetic angular spectrum of the source field. The information associated with the finer (subwavelength) details of an illuminated object is in fact carried by evanescent waves, which decay exponentially with the distance of propagation and are eventually lost, as far as any far field detection scheme is concerned.
Enhanced Evanescent Tunneling
Here we introduce the concept of enhanced evanescent tunneling (EET) and show how it can be used to probe both amplitude and phase of the evanescent portion of the angular spectrum of a field distribution. As we will see, this process effectively exploits the peculiar features of the evanescent waves themselves. In this case, interference effects alone are responsible for boosting the power tunneled over a forbidden gap. This is accomplished through an auxiliary beam that is appropriately matched to the signal. As opposed to other arrangements, this effect can be employed to extract the evanescent information even when direct contact with the target is impossible, e.g. when is submerged few wavelengths below the accessible surface. Even more importantly, this enhancement is possible without invoking any amplification or fluorescent markers. In principle enhanced evanescent tunneling can be manifested in other areas of physics where wave tunneling is involved.
The differences between evanescent waves and their homogeneous counterparts are profound in many respects and of course these characteristics are reflected in the anomalous ways these waves interfere or can be detected. In a lossless medium, the spatial evolution of evanescent waves along the direction of decay is OSA/ CLEO 2011
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such that there is no phase variation and the net power flow is zero. The origin of this phenomenon can be easily traced back to the relative phase between the electric and magnetic field components-orthogonal to the decay direction. While for homogeneous waves these components are in phase, in the evanescent case they are in quadrature, thus having a Poynting vector with a vanishing real part.
Nevertheless there are instances in which evanescent waves can support a net power flow. Probably the first example that comes to mind is the phenomenon of frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR). The concept of enhanced evanescent tunneling (EET) emerges here as a way of imitating the power transfer mechanism of FTIR in a fully controllable fashion.The main idea behind EET, illustrated in Fig.1a , is to apply a properly phased auxiliary control field A E so as to induce a net power flow from an evanescent signal S E . Compared to the FTIR case, the power flow enhancement of the spatial harmonic x k through a forbidden gap of length d, in the presence of the auxiliary field, is given by a factor of ( ) ( ) ( )
, where We will show that the EET effect could be used to boost the evanescent spectrum of an illuminated object in order to resolve sub-diffraction features. This works for both TE and TM polarized waves. A schematic of an EET imaging setup is shown in Fig.1b . This simple arrangement consists of a dielectric hemispherical dome of refractive index n brought in proximity of a back illuminated sample. In this case the auxiliary evanescent field is generated by total internal reflection at the flat interface of the dielectric dome. In order to probe the evanescent spectrum scattered by the sample, different spatial harmonics have to be selectively enhanced. This can be achieved by scanning the auxiliary beam in azimuth and elevation, so as to phase-match the appropriate evanescent component. By scanning the incidence angle of the auxiliary field it is in principle possible with this method to extend the collected angular spectrum up to maximum transverse wavevectors of amplitude 0 k n . This extra information, once boosted by the auxiliary beam, could therefore allow one to resolve details n times smaller than in a conventional optical instrument.
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